WE CONNECT VENDORS
Two key challenges in healthcare:

- Security & Compliance
  - Compliant Cloud
- Integration & Data Intelligence
  - Managed Integration
Compliant Cloud

HITRUST-Certified Platform as a Service
Two key challenges in healthcare

Security & Compliance

Compliant Cloud

Integration & Data Intelligence

Managed Integration
Post-Discharge Care Platform

CCDA

ADT
Post-Discharge Care Platform

Handle Patient Merges
Have some MPI capabilities
Build longitudinal patient record
Post-Discharge Care Platform

Data Hub
Who can see what?

How do we track usage?
Data Hub
Community
Community

Access Control Lists
Org Data Access
Inbound Metadata Management
Rules Engine
ACLs for Defined Public APIs
Metrics, Metadata
De-identified Data for Research
Pod Browser

Environments → pod02 / Data Hub Demo

Name: Data Hub Demo

ID: ab70f293-5661-4b72-9587-50f0f9f98f4f7

Pod: pod02

Namespace: pod02420  [logging]  [monitoring]

Owned By: Datapi - c270a183-ec43-4779-b54b-ea76e1700b0f

Created at: 2017-03-01T19:32:39

Updated at: 2017-07T14:19:37

CLI Associate: catalyze-internals --pod pod02 -E ab70f293-5661-4b72-9587-50f0f9f98f4f7 -S 4177c18d-a3ba-490a-acc9-78e1e960c3d6

Tools: Welcome Email  Show User Perms

Service Summaries

ID: e172e823-3a79-4131-b05d-ba9c0d45a08  Thorin Admin  UI
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